Pakistan now days facing many issues and challenges which
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Pakistan is multiethnic, multicultural and multilingual society like most of the developing countries in the world. From the very first day of its birth, the aspirations of the people of Pakistan to live in peace and harmony and to have a degree of material security have been unfulfilled. The relationship of ethnicity and political system of government is even more important in the social life of human beings because ethnicity is fundamentally a continuous, dynamic process that occurs between two or more ethnic populations.
Democracy is a form of government in which the people govern themselves or elect representatives to govern them. Most Asian democracies feature highly diverse societies divided along multiple cleavages of geography, language, history, class, and culture. Therefore, these countries are facing the problem of stable democracy.
Pakistani society it characterized by its multi-linguistic, multi-ethnic, and class-divided texture. Pakistan, these days are passing through a crucial era of multifarious ethnic problems multi-lingual and regional problems etc. Pakistan, since its creation, has facing several challenges to the immovability of its democratic system, which prerequisite for its growth. The political system of Pakistan has been followed by the military rule after the least touch of democracy. These gradually transitions in the political system, makes it more vulnerable to both internal and external threats.
In order to accommodate group rights in ethnic diverse society's alternative to majority rule and to the concentration to the hand of the center have to be envisaged. Lijphart maintains that democracy is possible in deeply divided societies but only if their type of democracy is sensational. Certain European countries have managed diversity through consociationalism but the overall performance of such arrangements remains mixed. Subsequently, the consociationalists have recommended that Pakistan will need to adopt and maintain consociational governance at the federal center to practice democracy. In this paper we mainly focused on those factors which contribute to make Pakistan non-consociational democracy in the contemporary period.
Ethnic cleavages in Pakistan
Most of the countries in world created on multicultural and multinational basis. They have their independent cultural traits and world views.
Such kind of plurality needs careful management and ethnic accommodation, especially because it leads to inevitable competition and often conflict between these disparate groups. The political systems in divers' countries are generally based on the favor of the majority ethnic group. In case of Pakistan, it is the Punjabis; this creates a feeling of insecurity among the minorities. 
Consociational democracy in divided socities
In third world especially in Asia Bangladesh, Thailand, Nepal, the Philippines, Pakistan, and Indonesia have all emerged from authoritarian, militaristic, and single party domination. Most third world countries have found democracies but with the feature of high divers societies divided along multiple cleavages of language, history, class, geography, and culture.
Democracy is difficult to maintain in societies that divided along deep ethnic cleavages.
Elections in such divided societies will often encourage centrifugal politics that lead extremist ethnic appeals, zero-sum political attitude and ethnic conflicts, and at the end becomes the breakdown of democracy. 
1) Grand Coalition
According to grand coalition, the political leaders of all important segments or parties of the plural society cooperate in a grand coalition to govern the political system of a country.
2) Autonomy or self-government
Each enjoys some distinct measure of autonomy, particularly self-government in matters of cultural concern.
3) Proportionality
Each is represented proportionally in key public institutions and is a proportional Beneficiary of public resources and expenditures.
4) Veto-rights
Each is able to prevent changes that adversely affect their vital interests.
These arrangements are thought to have several benefits over majority rule, generating gentle governance with more inclusive processes of decision-making, more democratic policy outcomes, and better economic development.
However, the potential advantages of power sharing institutions are nowhere more important for good governance; it is suggested, than in segmented societies, which lack cross cutting cleavages.
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In the heterogeneous societies, according to Lijphart, Majority rule creates majority dictatorship rather than democracy. Such regimes need a democratic political system that emphasizes on consensus instead of opposition.
Consociationalism in Pakistan: historical overview
Pakistan after its birth adopts the path of democracy for as future political system, but the military remains the main feature of the Pakistani political system. Due to lack of political vision, absence of constitution until 1956, Political system did not stand at the pillar of democracy. 7 In Pakistan, since its creation power sharing arrangement was not long lived.
It seems all political governments failed to manage ethnic differences among ethnic groups.
The new established governments were not very well renowned to the political process. Pakistan 
The four elements of power sharing in contemporary Pakistan
The multiethnic structure of a state has been regarded as a hindrance to a stable democracy. 
Autonomy or self-government
Cultural autonomy of religious and linguistic groups has taken three forms a power sharing democracies:
(1) Federal arrangements in which state and linguistic boundaries largely coincide, thus provide a high degree of linguistic autonomy as in Switzerland, Belgium, and Czecho-Slovakia.
(2) The right of religious and linguistic minorities to establish and administer their own autonomous schools, fully supported by public funds as in Belgium, and the Netherlands. Pakistan is a democratic country but its legal framework is close to a theocratic state. Ibid. 
